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ABSTRACT

In this paper we consider an optimal control problem for a system

described by a linear partial differential equation of the parabolic

type with Dirichlet's tioundary condition.

We impose some constraints on the control. The performance

functional has the integral form. The control time T is fixed. The

initial condition is not given by a known function but belongs to a

certain set (incomplete information about the initial state).

The problem formulated in this paper describes the process of

optimal heating, of which we do not have exact information about the

initial temperature on the heated object.

We present an example in which the set of admissible controls

and one of initial conditions are given by means of the norm constraints

too.

The application of the well-known protective gradient method

in the Hilbert space allows us to obtain the numerical solution for our

optimisation problem.
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I . PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS

We introduce in this section the follwing notations

and definitions.'

Let E denote a linear topological space, locally convex.

E'will denote the adjoint space and U is the neighbourhood

of the point x i £ . Finally f t E'are the linear, continuous

functionals.

We define the following approximations cones J4j .

Definition 1.

The regular admissible cone RAC

the point xQ is the convex set

(A'Xo)
of a set ACE in

Definition 2

The regular tangent cone RTC (B,X 0] of a set B C E in the

point x is the convex set

where

Definition 3.

The regular improvement cone RFC (l,x0)of the performance

functional I in the point xQ is the convex set

FC U(x



The cones adjoint to RAC(A,XJ) , RTC (B,XO) and RFC

are the following sets .

Definition 4

Definition 5

where

RTC(B,x ) is a subspace;

Definition 6-

[arc (1,3

Let x= <x^,.*.*»,xnS denote the space variable; x ranges

in an open set2cRn with boundary I . We will use the

following function spaces

Definition 7

a space of functions square integrable onQand

such that

with the scalar product

and with the norm

Definition 8

L (- O,T;xJ is a space of measurable functions defined

on (- 0,T) with values in a Hilbert space X with the norm

Definition 9

The Sobolev space of order one H (&) is the following

space:

with the scalar product

The space H (Si) endowed with the scalar product (l-i)

is a Hilbert space [ where g-^ are the distribution

derivatives^.

Definition 1Q

The space £ H1(9) is the following subspace ;

r
with the scalar product (l-*i) •



We denote by X the dual of X, and we define the following

spaces ,

Definition 11

then

Definition 12

jy jW (O,T) & jy jy

Finally we introduce the following apace by:

Definition 15

tYj is the space of all linear and continuous

operators which are the mappings from the space X into the

space Y ,

II. INTRODUCTION

Milutln-Dubovicki's method^ 4,5_J arises from the geometric

from of the Hahn-Banach theorem (theorem about separation of

convex sets) .

It will be shown in the example.

Let ua assume that

E is a linear topological space, locally convex, I (x) is a

functional defined on E , A, , i =. 1,2,.., ,n are sets in E

with inner points which represent inequality constraints, B is

a set in E without inner points representing equality constraint.

We must find some conditions necessary for a local minimum

of the functional I (x) on the set Q = /\ A.nB, or find a

point x € E, so that I ( x V

/

i M where U means

certain neighbourhood of the point, x .We define the set

Then , we formulate the necessary condition of optlmality

as following : in the neighbourhood of the local minimum point

the intersection of the class of sets (the set on which the fun-

ctional attains smaller values than I (x\ , and the sets repre-

senting constraints) is empty or /\ Ai 1 3 = r •
1=0 •

n
The condition /~\ A.A3 = 0 is also equivalent to the

1-0 1

one in whichjinstead of sets A, or B,there are approxi-

mations of Ai ̂ i=0,1,.,.,,n^ and a . These approximations are

cones with the vertices in point|ot .

We shall approximate the inequality constraints by the

regular admissible cones RAC (̂ <»x j (i=>1,2, n) ,the

equality constraint by the regular tangent cone RTC ( B I X J and

for the performance functional we shall construct the regular

improvement cone RFC (l»x0) •

Then we have the necessary condition of the optimality l(x)
n

on the set Q = / A A.DB ha3 the form of Euler-Lagrange's
i=1 x



equation

.+1

where

f. (i. = 0,1,... • ,n-t-i)-are the linear, continuous functionals;

all of them are not equal/ zero at the same tine and they
A

belong to the adjoint cones

,1-1.2, n

For the convex problems, i.e. the problems in which the

constraints are convex sets and the performance functional is

convex, the Buler-Lagrange equation is the necessary and

sufficient condition of the optimality,provided that certain

additional assumptions are fulfilled (the so-called Slater

condition}.

Using Hilutin-Dubovicki's theorem we shall derive the

necessary and sufficient conditions of optimality for parabolic

systems with incomplete information about initial state.

III. STATEMENT OF OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM. OPTIMIZATION

TH30REM.

We consider the parabolic equation describing the dynamic

of controlled system

A(t)y

(x,t) «0

ta (O,T)

xe P, t

y<p,o)sK xe Q , (111-3)

where bt̂ -R*1 i3 a bounded, open set with boundaryl , which

is a C "-manifold of dimension (n-i\ . LocallyQ is totally

on one side of \ .

K<THo(Sr)is a closed convex subset with non-empty interior

in the space H^Si.) u=u(x,t) y =y(x , t ) •

The right-hand side of equation (l l l- i) and the in i t ia l

condition(1II-3J are not continuous functions,but they are

measurable functions,belonging to L or L°° spaces;

Therefore,we shall look for the solution of equations

(III-1) i (1H-3) in some Sobolev spaces.

Let us denote by Y=L2(o,T; H^(Si)jthe space of states,and

by U=L (QJthe space of controls.

The operator A (t") has the form

satisfy the conditions

It is known that if initial state y(x,Oj is an arbitrary

fixed function, then equatlon/lll-i) ~ (ill-3) have a unique



solution y€.w(b,Tj continuously dependent on the right -

hand side and on the initial condition (̂ Theorem 1

with the assumptions mentioned above.

The control time T is fixed, in our problem

Performance functional is given by

= 5 F (x,tjy,u) dxdt—Unin •,

where F ^ x R̂ x R1X R1—*-R1 satisfies the fallowing conditions:

Ai) F(x,t,y,u) is continuous with respect to (x,t,y,u) ,

A2) there exist F {x.t.y.u), Fu(x,t,y,u) which are continuous

with respect to (x,t,y,u) f

Aj) F^CjtjyjHis strictly convex with respect to u i .e .

1 ^

y u ^ C R1, u1 /u2 ,(x,t ,y)e Rn+ R̂  x R1,^

Ah) F(x,t,-,ul is strictly convex with respect to y i.e

v ,y 2 f iR\ y i^y2 , (x.t,u)fi Rnx ft[X R1,/tf(&,i

We assume the following constraints on controls:u£ Ua

/a closed convex subset of U with non-empty interior in the

space L (Q) (lll-s).

Remark 1

In the following to aboreviate the formulaa, we shall write

F,P ,F fp without the arguments, and we shall aenote by

y(0)sy(x,0), p(0)-p(x,0),y(T)«y(x,T), P ( T ) - P ( X , T ) •

The optiaal control problems (lll-1j-!*- III-5J will be solved

as the optimization one in which the function u and the ini t ial

condition y [Q] are the unknown functions. It is easy to show
which

that optimal control U '/i-s suitable'for the optimal Initial condition

y (cAgives the smallest value for the performance functional.
1 which

Every other optimal control u / is suitable for the initial condition

y (OVK gives the greater value for the performance functional.

So proceeding in this way without " additional information

about the set K and the performance functional, we reach the most
advantageous compromise.

The solving of the stated optimal control problem is equi-

valent to seeking a triplet (y°(p) , y°tu°j6E- H^(£)x Y x U

which satisfies equations (lll-1 J 4 (lH-3j and minimizing the

performance functionalflII-4) with the constraints on controls

(ill-s) .

We formulate the necessary and sufficient conditions of

optimality in the form of Theorem 1•

Theorem 1

The solution of the optimization problems(lll-i)

exists and is unique with the assumptions mentioned above;

the necessary and sufficient conditions of the optimality

are characterized by the following system of partial differential

equations and inequalities:

State equation

£ A(t)yc - u° x« ft , te(o,l) • (ill-o)
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Adjoint equation

f , t« (o, (ni-7)

f C i fc9
p(x*t)=o x e 9 • (111-10)

Maximum condition

^ ( P + F
U ) Cu-u°) dxdt > 0 Vu ^ Uad (ill.! -,)

jp(o)|k-y0(o)]dx?oVk*K •> (lH-12)

where "0" denotes the optimal element

Aft) is the adjoint operator to A ft)-,

Fy"Fu a r e t h e Fre"chet derivatives of F

with respect to y,u in the point(y°,u°) .

Outline of the proof

According to Milutin-Dubovicki's Theorem ̂ 43 we approximate

the set representing the inequality constraints by the regular

admissible cone,the equality constraint by the regular tangent

cone and the performance functional by the regular improvement

cone.

a) Analysis of the Equality Constraint

The set Q1 representing the equality constraint has the form

A (t)y=u ?,tS (0,T)
I I I -13)

11

'tl& construct the regular tangent cone of the set •2,. using

the Lusternik theorem [Theorem 9.1 L^J^ •

For this purpose we define the operator Pfy^0),y,u]in the

form

P(V(0),y,u) = ( - ^ - + Ay-u,y(x,t)) . (lH-14)

The operator Pfy (o) ,y,u) is the mapping from the space

H^$)xL2(0,T;Hj(S2))xL2(a)into the space L^.TjlTJS]))* L 2
 (O,T;HJ(9))

The Fre'dhet differential ofYoperator P̂ y (0) ,y,uj can be

written in the following form:

P'(y°(0) ,y°,u°) (y (0) , y,u) = (-|4- + Ay-u,y (x,t)) •

Really,-1^ (Theorem 2,8 [7]")and A (t) (Theorem 2.1

are linear and bounded mappings. .

Using Theorem 1.2 [e] we can prove that P'fy0 (o),y°,u°j

is the operator "one to one" from the space

L2(>) onto L2(0,T;l

Considering that the assumptions of Lusternik's theorem are

fulfilled we can write ttie regular tangent cone

for the set Q̂  in a point (_y°(o} ,yO,u°) in the form

RTc(d1f(y°(0),y°,uo)) = {(y(0) ,y,u)«E i P'(y°(p) ,»°fu°) (?(o) ,y,u) .-
=ol • (in-16)

It is easy to notice that it is a subspace. Therefore'using

Theorem '(0.1 \.^~\ we know the form of the functional belonging

to the adjoint cone

f! ( ? ® ,?,") =0 i/(y (O) ,y,u)€RTC (^ ,(y°(o) ,y°,uo)) • (lH-17)

b^ Analysis of the Constraint on Controls

The set Qp=K. x ^ x u representing the inequality constraint

12



is a closed'and a convex one with non-empty interior In the

apace E.

Using Theorem 10.5 [V] we find the functional belonging

to the adjoint regular admissible cone i.e.

£2(y (0) , y , & K RAc(a2l(y°(o) ,y°,u°))]* •
We npte that i f E^,E2,E, are three linear topological spaces,

then the adjoint space to E= E^x E~ * E, has the form

and

3o we note the functional f2(y (o) ,y»u) as follows :

where f ̂ (y) =0 W « Y (Theorem 10.1 [Y]) ,

^(yCoA , fJJW a r e ̂ h e suPPor* functiohals

to the sets K and U, . in the point y° (o) and u°,

respectively ^Theorem 10.5 [4JJ.

o) Analysis of the Performance Functional

Using Theorem 7.5 C^O w e ̂ ^•T1^- the regular improvement cone

in the forme form

RFC (i, (y° (dl ,y°,u0)) = {(y (0) ,y,u) £ E ;

where I (y0 (tf) ,y°,u°) (y (d) ,y»G~\ is the Frechet differential

of the performance functional. 3y the assumptions (A$) , (k.2) this

differential exists fit can be proved in the same way as in the

example 7,2 [4] ) and can be written as j ̂ F y + Fu u j dxdt.

On the basis of Theorem 10.2 [4] ,we find the functional

belonging to the adjoint regular improvement cone which has the form

f5(_y{p) ,y,u) =-lo5 (Fy y + F U u) dxdt

where A

d) Analysis of Euler - Lagrange *s equation

The Euler - Lagrange equation for our optimization problem

has the form

Taking into account (11I-17), (lll-18),and ^II-2o) ,we can express

(lll-2i) in the form

^> Fy y<^<it + A . J F U udxdt (tII-22)

Co) ,y,u)« RTC(X,, ( y (p) ,y,u)) •

We transform the first component of the right - hand side

of (lH-22) introducing the adjoint variable by equation (lH-8)

and using formulas (1II-I0) , (lH-15) and(lll-i5) .

In turn, we get

Py y dxdt

dxdt

y dxdt .' dxdt

dxdt

Substituting (ni-23) into |lII-22) ,we obtain

dxdt '

Using the definition of the support functional [>] and

dividing both members of the obtained inequality by \o,we finally

13 14



g e t

P (o) (k-y° (o)) dx + ^ (p + F J (u - u°) dbcdt > 0

This last inequality is equivalent to the maximum conditions

In order to prove the sufficiency of the derived conditions of

optima11ty,we use the fact that the constraints and the performa-

nce functional are convex and Slater's conditions are satisfied

(Theorem 15.2 [4J ) ,

. There exists a pointf y (o) ,y"jul * int 3 2 such that

(y (o1) .y.uVa-,. This fact follows immediately form the existence

of non-erapfor interior in the set !^2
 a n d Theorem 1,2 [[6j

regarding the solution of parabolic equations.

The uniqueness of the triplet(y° (0̂  ,Y°,U°) follows

the strict convexity of the performance functional (lII-

(assumptions (A3) and (̂ 4) j .

This last remark completes the proof of Theorem 1.

from

Remark 2

On the basis of Theorem 1 we can derive• various moflifica»

tions in pa r t i cu l a r cases of the sets K and U ^ . In table 1

we indicate the maximum condition and state an equation

which is suitable for different sets K and U
ad

For instance, the case 1 is suitable for the situation vhen there

are no constraints on control u and initial condition y (o),

While the case 4 ^ 3 suitable when the Initial condition is f ixerl.

15

We must notice that the optimal conditions given in Theorem 1

do not provide any analytical formulas for optimal control. Thus

we must resign from trying to determine ' t n e optimal control
we

and/must use approximation met hods , such as in [5]-
*\

To solve the problem ( U I - l ) V ( I I I - 5 ) we can use the pro jec t ive

gradient method [ l ] , [ 2 ] .

IV. PROJECTIVE GRADIENT METHOD

Let us assume tha t

V i s a closed,convex and bounded subset in a Hilber t space H,

J : V-*R1 is a functional belonging to C (v) .

We must find the point v°* V so tha t j (v°)= inf J(v) •

For1 t ljis purpose we construct the sequence | v n j (n=Q,1 , . . .

according to the formula

v n + 1 " PV
(IV-1)

where Py. denotes the projective operator on the set V

ar£n yr 0 can be chosen using one of the raethods given in LiJ-

The proof of the convergence of the projective gradient method.

e -g - i s given in [ l ] .

V. APPLICATION OF PROJECTIVE GRADIENT METHOD TO 30LVIHa

THE PROBLSI-i <JII-1) r (lH-5) .

Let us consider a pa r t i cu la r problems(lll-i) r (lH-5) in which

16
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) ' -? u 2 ( x » t ) exdt^M2 , H-conatant

K = jy (o)e.H1(S) ; j y2 (c) dx^N2 , N - c o n s t a n t l • (V-2)

a
Let us dsnot

3L

(v-3)
3L

I t is known that the space H^(si)x L2(a) is a Hilbert space.

Performing the same calculations as in(d)we can see that
j\y(p), u)=(P(o), P+Fu) • (/-4)

Admitting that in the n-th iteration the control u is equal to

u^ v;e get yn as the solution of the following equation ',

yn(x,t") = 0

with the Initial condition yn(o) •

Adjoint equation has the form

(v-6)

Pn(x,t)=O (v-9)

linowing the n~th approximation vn=(yn(o], u^we can find
v:i+1 *Cyn+1 ̂  • un+i) u s i n s t h e protective gradient ni2thod.

Taking into account the form of the protective operator P on

the set V ,v,-e get
17

/ 2
otherwise

yn(0- (o) if Tyn (o) -

otherrfiae

where =4,-70 can be chosen on the basis of QiJ .

To solve equations (V-5)i (v-9) one can use the convergent and stable

difference method.
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